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Anti-Bride Wedding Planner
Hip Tips and Tools for Getting Hitched

By Carolyn Gerin, Kathleen Hughes, and Amy Glynn Hornick
Tie the knot outside the box armed with this companion volume to the wildly popular
Anti-Bride Guide. Featuring sassy and savvy ideas, useful questionnaires, handy pockets,
and space for notes and doodles, the Anti-Bride Wedding Planner provides creative inspiration for brides-to-be who want to kick the conventional wedding to the curb.
The Anti-Bride philosophy is simple: It’s all about you. The days of bowing to the preconceived notion of what society expects of a bride (or a
wedding) are over. It celebrates individuality,
personal style, and it encourages independent thinking. It helps you design an event that reflects who
you really are.
The Wedding Planner is designed for mobility. It can
fit in a tote bag, and it can weather abuse from cake
frosting to martini mishaps. Its packed with useful
tips and tricks that will help you brainstorm the
possibilities in a way that the other wedding tomes
won’t.
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